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can speak, won't. Asquith, who will never do a day's work for us in 1890-1802
the House, goes about the country, doing mischief, and gladdening the Afi* "
hearts of the Unionists and P.M.G." (Gardiner, ii, p. 152.) It appears
that Asquith about this time had incensed the sensitive " Little-
Englandism" of Harcourt by joining the "Imperial League.*'
The resentment of the tribune of the people was, as often, short-
lived—the " flash and outbreak of a fiery mind." But it serves to
call attention to two things. First, Asquith's practice at the Bar,
which was beginning to swell to gratifying dimensions, prevented
him from devoting himself to such matters as Committee work in the
Htiuse. Secondly, apart from this, his interventions in Parlia*
mentary debate were puzzlingly rare. In the six years between his
entrance into Parliament, and his accession, in 1892, to high
Cabinet office, he cannot have spoken more than a dozen times, and
many of his speeches were quite short. Charles James Fox, to some-
one who asked him how, from being the worst, he had become the
best debater in the House, replied : "By speaking every night on
every subject.'* Asquith's method, of which the results cannot be
disputed, ran counter to this classic advice. He conserved and
concentrated his resources : spoke seldom, timed his speeches in a
masterly fashion, and saw to it that each of them should register a
direct hit. The slenderness of his output threw its quality into
relief, and conferred on each performance a " scarcity value." Irish
affairs were mostly the occasion of his interventions. At long
intervals he addressed himself to other themes. The following
passage in a debate on the payment of members, is characteristic
enough in its Johnsonian sanity to bear quotation- Government
speakers having insisted on the mercenary element with which this
proposal threatened the purity of the Legislature, he said :
" Is it not time that in this matter we should clear our minds of cant 1
To listen to some language it might be supposed that no one enters the
House of Commons but from a single-minded desire to serve his country,
and that my hon. friend who moved the resolution is going for the first
time, in this scene of Arcadian purity and simplicity, to open the door to
a horde of self-seekers and place-hunters. Look at the Treasury Bench,
or for that matter, at the Front Opposition Bench. . , * We see on
the two Front Benches, conveniently concentrated, what I may call the
flower of English statesmanship. I am sorry to raise a blush on the
cheeks of right hon. gentlemen, but the truth is we are so much more in
the habit of listening to them than they are of listening to us, that we
rarely have the opportunity of letting them know the strength and
fullness of our affectionate admiration. They are the men, who in the
struggle for existence, have outpaced or trampled down all their
competitors. Well, Sir, looking at these men, whose patriotism no

